The cyclopean illusion is the apparent lateral shift of stationary stimuli on a visual axis that occurs when vergence changes. This illusion is predictable from the rules of visual direction. There are three stimulus situations reported in the literature, however, in which the illusion does not occur. In the three experiments reported here we examine those stimulus situations. Experiment 1 showed that an afterimage seen on a stimulus moving on the visual axis does not produce the illusion as reported in the literature but an afterimage seen on a screen does. Experiment 2 showed that the illusion occurs for an intermittently presented stimulus in contrast to what has been reported previously. Experiment 3 showed that a monocular stimulus presented against a random-dot background produced the illusion, also in contrast to what has been reported. The results were consistent with the rules of visual direction.
Introduction
The traditional view on how we judge the directions of visual objects has its roots in the writings of Ptolemy (ca. 100-175), Alhazen (965-1040) , William Charles Wells (1757 -1817 , Joseph Towne (1806 -1879 , Joseph LeConte (1823 LeConte ( -1901 , Ewald Hering (1834 -1918 , and Hermann Helmholtz (1821 Helmholtz ( -1894 .
1 This view can be summarized as follows: (a) we judge the directions of objects as though we were viewing them from a point midway between our eyes (historically, this point has been referred to by terms such as the binoculus, the central eye, the egocenter, the double eye, the projection center, the center of visual direction, and the cyclopean eye; in this paper we use the term cyclopean eye) and (b) any stimulus on either visual axis is seen on the line passing through the intersection of the visual axes and the cyclopean eye. This view was derived, at least in part, from several illusions of direction .
One such illusion, which formed the basis of what may be referred to as the rules of visual direction, is the cyclopean illusion, so named by Enright (1988) . This illusion refers to the apparent lateral shift of visual stimuli that occurs when one changes fixation or accommodation between two stimuli positioned along the visual axis of one eye. Historically, the cyclopean illusion has been reported by researchers of note, namely, Wells (1792), Helmholtz (1925 Helmholtz ( , 2000 , and Hering (1942 Hering ( , 1977 when accommodation vergence was changed between the two stimuli, as illustrated in Fig. 1 .
Recently, however, the robustness of the illusion and thus the validity of the rules of visual direction have been questioned. Specifically, Enright (1988) q We dedicate this paper to the late James Enright to express our appreciation of many discussions we had with him on things binocular.frequency of 5 Hz. This result is interesting, because the rules of visual direction make no distinctions between the processing of (a) afterimages versus ''real'' images or (b) continuously versus stroboscopically illuminated targets. Erkelens (2000) reported that, under monocular conditions in a dark room, the illusion occurs for some observers, but if the stimuli are presented against a large random-dot background, it never occurs. These results are interesting, because they challenge the traditional view of how the visual system processes visual direction, and they offer an exciting possibility for advancements in visual science. Experiments 1, 2, and 3 were designed to reexamine the cyclopean illusion under Enright's afterimage condition, and his intermittent illumination condition, and Erkelens's monocular random-dot background condition, respectively.
There are four ways in which eye position can be changed in the stimulus situation used to create the cyclopean illusion (Erkelens, 2000) : binocularly or monocularly tracking a moving stimulus in depth and binocularly or monocularly changing fixation or accommodation between two stimuli positioned along the visual axis of one eye. If the eye to which the stimuli are not aligned is covered, the eye movement eliciting the illusion is an accommodative vergence movement. If it is not covered, the eye movement eliciting the illusion is a disparity vergence movement. In Experiments 1 and 2 of this study, we examined the extent of the illusion produced by binocularly tracking the stimulus as Enright (1988) did and in Experiment 3 we examined the illusion using the four different kinds of eye movements used by Erkelens.
The theoretical interest of this stimulus situation is that it requires a distinction between headcentric and relative direction. See e.g., Khokhotva, Ono, and Mapp (2005) , Mapp, Ono, and Khokhotva (in press ), Ono, Lillakas, and Mapp (2003) . The cyclopean illusion is one of headcentric direction, not relative direction. For the stimulus situation depicted in Fig. 1 , the apparent lateral shifts of the two stimuli occur with respect to the head. For the same stimulus situation, however, if the question were asked about whether the near and far stimuli are seen as collinear or in the same relative direction, the answer would correctly be ''yes.'' The nature of these two judgments is distinctly different, but the two aspects of the stimulus may not be completely independent for the visual system. If the stimuli were presented in front of a large background, which the visual system tends to keep perceptually stationary and if they were collinear with respect to a point on the background (i.e., they were is the same relative direction as the point), they might also appear to be stationary. In Experiment 3, backgrounds, which the visual system tends to interpret as being stationary, were placed right behind the far stimulus. Two of the backgrounds had markers that indicated the horizontal relative direction with respect to the two stimuli, while two other backgrounds did not. The expectation was that the backgrounds with the marker would tend to keep stationary (or to anchor) the stimuli collinear with respect to the marker. (1988) created an afterimage on the fovea of one eye and then binocularly tracked a stimulus that moved back and forth along the visual axis of the stimulated eye (see Fig. 2 ). He found that the afterimage appeared to move towards and away from him as though it was ''attached'' to the moving stimulus and that the apparent size of the afterimage followed Emmert's law (i.e., the afterimage appeared larger when it appeared farther away). He did not, however, experience any apparent leftward or rightward movement of the afterimage (i.e., he did not experience the cyclopean illusion). We hypothesized that the cyclopean illusion was not produced because the afterimage was seen on the tracking stimulus and appeared to move in depth with it. In other words, the afterimage was always seen at the intersection of the visual axes; Fig. 1 shows that a requirement for the illusion to occur is that the target stimulus not be seen at the intersection of the visual axes continuously. We further hypothesized that if the afterimage were seen at a fixed distance other than the distance at which the visual axes intersected, the illusion would occur as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. (Note in Fig. 2 that changes in the predicted direction with respect to the cyclopean eye are the same for the moving stimulus and for the apparent shift of the far stimulus or the afterimage seen at the same distance as the far stimulus. This is so, because any stimuli on either visual axis are seen on the line passing through the intersection of the visual axes and the cyclopean eye.) We tested these hypotheses with the following two conditions: (a) a central afterimage seen on a tracking stimulus (replicating what Enright did) and (b) a peripheral afterimage seen on a screen located behind and slightly above a tracking stimulus. The expectations were that the first condition would replicate Enright's result and that the second condition would produce the cyclopean illusion without a change in the apparent size of the afterimage.
Experiment 1

Enright
Methods
Stimuli and apparatus
A screen (84 cm high and 89 cm wide) subtending 42 deg by 44 deg and positioned 112 cm from the observer was used for the peripheral afterimage condition. A flashgun (Berkey Canadian ''200'' Model 83440) was placed on the left side of the screen to create an afterimage, and it was covered by a black cardboard with a circular aperture of 2 cm in diameter (1 deg of visual angle). A personal computer (Apple iBook G3) generated the background stimulus and a projector (Electrohome EDP 58XL) back projected the background onto the screen. The background stimulus consisted of horizontal lines (0.2 cycles per degree sine waves) with vertically modulated luminance. The vertical edges were visible (22 deg away from the median plane), but did not seem to play a role in decreasing the extent of the apparent movement (see Section 2.2).
The far stimulus was a seven-segment LED (1 cm by 0.7 cm) displaying a '0' and remained at a distance of 110 cm (just in front of the screen). The tracking stimulus was a single, dim LED mounted on a rod that moved along a rail between 20 and 65 cm from the observer. The far LEDs and the near LED were positioned such that their horizontal positions were along the line of sight of the observer's right eye perpendicular to the face (Fig. 2 ). They were offset vertically so that the far stimulus appeared higher than the tracking stimulus. A black cardboard occluder blocked the far stimulus from the observer's left eye. The tracking stimulus was visible to both eyes, but the far LEDs were only visible to the right eye. A biteboard stabilized the observer's head.
Procedure
A pre-experimental session, with two conditions, familiarized the observer with an afterimage and with reporting its perceived distance and perceived size. In the first condition, a central afterimage was created, and a sheet of cardboard was placed at 20, 40, 60, 80 cm from the observer or directly in front of the screen. The observer reported the perceived size and perceived distance of the afterimage, which appeared to be on the cardboard, while fixating on the sheet of cardboard positioned at the five different distances. In the second condition a peripheral afterimage was created. In this case, the observer reported the perceived size and perceived distance of the afterimage, which appeared to be on the cardboard, as the sheet of cardboard was placed at 40, 60, 80 cm or in front of the screen, while fixating a small LED, placed at a distance of 20 cm. No feedback as to the ''correct'' distance or size was given.
In the experimental session, the observer sat in a room in which the only visible light came from the LEDs and the screen. The right eye received the stimulation for the afterimage while the left eye was covered with an eye patch. In the central afterimage condition, the center of the aperture on the flashgun was fixated when the flash was presented; in the peripheral afterimage condition, a point placed 5 deg below the aperture was fixated. The eye patch was removed after the afterimage was created. The observer was instructed to blink whenever the afterimage faded, because blinking helped to keep the afterimage visible. If the afterimage did not re-emerge, the procedure, described above, was repeated. The experimenter moved the tracking LED back and forth from 20 to 65 cm with a cycle of 6 s.
Each trial was comprised of two parts. In both parts, observers tracked the tracking stimulus as it moved back and forth along the visual axis of their right eye five times. During the first set of tracking movements, observers were instructed to report the perceived distance of the afterimage, and that of the LEDs, and the perceived size of the afterimage. They reported perceived distance by specifying, in centimeters, how far away the afterimage and the LED appeared, when they were at their closest point and their most distant point. They reported the apparent size of the afterimage, in centimeters, when it appeared at its closest point and at its most distant point. During the second set of tracking movements, observers were instructed to report the apparent lateral movement of the LEDs and the afterimage. They reported this apparent movement using the method developed by Khokhotva et al. (2005) . Specifically, they were asked to imagine a line perpendicular to their face, passing through the LED or the afterimage and to report the magnitude of the apparent movement by stating where the imaginary line moved with respect to their face (e.g., ''in front of my nose to 3 cm to the right of my right eye'').
Each observer performed one trial per condition. The central afterimage condition preceded the peripheral afterimage condition for three out of the five observers, and for the other two observers the conditions were reversed. The second condition was not started until the afterimage from the first condition had completely disappeared.
Observers
Five observers, two females and three males, from the York University community participated. One was the third author of this paper. All had normal or corrected to normal vision; four observers were naïve as to the purpose of the experiment. All observers in this experiment as well as in the other two experiments provided their written consent.
Results and discussion
The results from our central afterimage condition were consistent with those reported by Enright (1988) . All observers reported that the imaginary line perpendicular to the face and passing through the afterimage always pointed to the same part of their face (''in front of the right eye'' or ''between the nose and the right eye'') and did not move laterally; but the far stimulus appeared to move laterally (M = 11.50 cm, SD = 5.29). The predicted magnitude of apparent lateral movement was 12.00 cm, which is close to the obtained mean magnitude. All observers reported that the afterimage appeared on the tracking stimulus and that it appeared to move towards and away from them with it. The mean perceived distance of the afterimage and that of the tracking stimulus were always the same: they were 13.00 cm (SD = 4.47) when they appeared closest, and 59.00 cm (SD = 12.45) when they appeared farthest. The mean perceived distance of the far stimulus was 114.00 cm (SD = 21.91). The perceived size of the afterimage increased gradually while the tracking stimulus was moving away, and vice versa. The mean perceived sizes of the afterimage for the nearest and the farthest distances were 0.38 cm (SD = 0.13) and 1.24 cm (SD = 0.34), respectively.
In the peripheral afterimage condition, all observers reported that the imaginary perpendicular line passing through the afterimage moved laterally when the tracking stimulus moved back and forth. The imaginary line typically pointed to the right eye or between the nose and the right eye, when the tracking stimulus was at its farthest distance; it moved toward the right side of the face as the tracking stimulus approached them. The direction of the movement was consistent with our prediction (i.e., when the tracking stimulus moved toward the observer, the afterimage appeared to move rightward or outward). The mean magnitude of the apparent lateral movement of the imaginary line passing through the afterimage was 11.30 cm (SD = 5.14); the obtained mean was close to the prediction of 12.00 cm. The obtained mean of 11.30 cm was statistically different from the value of zero (i.e., no lateral movement), t(4) = 4.91, p < .01. The far stimulus appeared to move in the same way as the afterimage whereas the tracking stimulus did not appear to move laterally, as in the central afterimage condition. All observers reported that the afterimage always appeared at the screen (i.e., fixed distance), and it remained the same size. The mean perceived distance and the mean perceived size of the afterimage were 114.00 cm (SD = 21.91) and 3.70 cm (SD = 2.77), respectively. The far stimulus appeared at the same distance as the afterimage.
The conclusion to be made from the results of Experiment 1 is that the afterimage per se is not responsible for the lack of the cyclopean illusion in Enright's (1988) experiment. According to the rules of headcentric visual direction the illusion of an apparent lateral shift is predicted for stimuli that appear behind the binocularly fixated point (or in front of it), or for stimuli that remain at a fixed distance as in Figs. 1 and 2. Our peripheral afterimage condition confirmed this prediction; all observers reported the predicted illusion. The afterimage appeared to move in the same way as the far stimulus depicted in Fig. 2 . According to the rules, a binocularly fixated stimulus is predicted to appear where it is, and if the afterimage moves with the fixated stimulus, the afterimage would not move laterally. Our central afterimage condition confirmed this prediction.
Experiment 2
MacKay (1958) reported that motion perception is suppressed when one views a stroboscopically illuminated object while gently tapping on the viewing eye, whereas it is not suppressed if the object is continuously visible. Based on this report and on a personal communication with Mackay, Enright (1988) examined the cyclopean illusion under stroboscopic illumination conditions. Specifically, he reported that a monocular target that is stroboscopically illuminated does not undergo any apparent lateral shifts (i.e., the cyclopean illusion does not occur), when one tracks a binocular stimulus that moves back and forth along the visual axis of the eye that sees the background target. We conducted several informal experiments, using the apparatus from Experiment 1, in an attempt to replicate Enright's observation. We first presented a 2 cm square stimulus on the screen with a temporal frequency of 5 Hz and with one of four different duty cycles [8.35% (one video frame), 16.7, 25.0, and 50.0%]. All observers reported the cyclopean illusion, when they tracked the tracking stimulus as in Experiment 1. We then tried flickering the target stimulus alone or together with the background on the screen, but in either case the illusion did not disappear. Instead of formalizing these experiments, we formalized an experiment that matches as closely as possible Enright's stimulus condition (i.e., viewing distance and the extent of the movement of the tracking stimulus). Because we had no basis on which to guess the stimulus size or the location of the stroboscope in his study, we varied the size of the stimulus and the position of the stroboscope (i.e., ''behind'' or ''in front of'' the observer). The light source illuminated the tracking stimulus and the target together, when it was behind the observer; it illuminated the target directly but the tracking stimulus indirectly, when it was in front of the observer. These two conditions were designed to determine whether the intermittent illumination of the tracking stimulus would interfere with the tracking eye movements and inhibit the cyclopean illusion.
Method
Stimuli and apparatus
A white sheet of cardboard (5, 10, 20, 40 or 80 cm square) served as the target stimulus and was placed on a black wall at a distance of 5 m. The horizontal center of the target was positioned on the visual axis of the right eye. and the bottom edge was always positioned at the same level. The tracking stimulus was a small, dim LED mounted on a rod; it moved back and forth along the visual axis of the right eye between 20 and 65 cm from the observer. The LED, viewed binocularly, moved along an optic bench perpendicular to the face and moved toward and away from the right eye as shown in Fig. 2 . The target stimulus appeared slightly above the LED and was visible monocularly. A black cardboard in front of the left eye occluded the target stimulus from that eye, and a bite board stabilized the head.
A stroboscope (General Radio Company, Strobotac Type 1531-AB) illuminated the target stimulus and the wall with a temporal frequency of 5 Hz (strobe condition) or 400 Hz (no strobe condition) that was well above the critical flicker frequency. The stroboscope was placed 1.2 m in front of the observer, or 2.5 m behind and above the observer. It directly illuminated the tracking stimulus as well as the target stimulus on the wall, when it was behind the observer. The intermittent illumination of the rod upon which the small LED was mounted was noticeable, when the stroboscope was behind the observer, but not when the stroboscope was in front of the observer. The small LED itself was continuously on and visible regardless of where the stroboscope was located.
Procedure
The experimenter moved the tracking stimulus back and forth five times with a cycle of 6 s. The observer tracked the tracking stimulus binocularly. After each stimulus presentation, observers reported whether the target stimulus on the wall appeared to move laterally; they reported the direction (leftward or rightward) and the magnitude of the apparent movement in centimeters. After reporting the percept, they closed their eyes until the experimenter positioned the target stimulus for the next trial. Each observer performed one trial for each of the 20 conditions: 2 illumination conditions (strobe and no strobe) · 2 stroboscope positions (in front of and behind the observer) · 5 target stimulus sizes (5, 10, 20, 40, 80 cm). The conditions were presented in random order in a single session.
Observers
Six observers, two females and four males, from the York University community participated. One was the third author of this paper. All had normal or corrected to normal vision. Five observers were naïve as to the purpose of the experiment.
Results and discussion
All observers experienced the cyclopean illusion in all of the conditions. The perceived direction of the illusion was always consistent with our prediction (i.e., when the tracking stimulus moved towards the observer, the target appeared to move rightward.) The reason Enright (1988) did not find the illusion with a strobed stimulus remains a mystery. Perhaps, Enright's reports were that a smooth apparent motion is not seen. If that is the case, we concur. What we report as an apparent movement in the strobe condition is better described as a series of apparent displacements. In any event, the mean magnitudes of the illusion are shown in Fig. 3 .
We performed a three-way repeated-measures ANOVA on the perceived magnitudes of the illusion with the factors: illumination type (strobe, no-strobe), position of illumination (in front of or behind), and target size (5, 10, 20, 40 and 80 cm). The analysis revealed a significant main effect for the target size, F(4, 20) = 5.77, p < .05. All other main effects and interactions were not significant. These results show that stroboscopically illuminating the target stimulus alone or together with the tracking stimulus does not suppress the occurrence of the cyclopean illusion.
Our significant target size effect extends Erkelens's (2000) finding that the cyclopean illusion diminishes, when the stimuli are presented in front of a large random-dot background. His finding was obtained in a condition in which both the tracking stimulus and the background were seen monocularly. In our condition the tracking stimulus was seen binocularly and the background was seen monocularly. Therefore, our results indicate that the effect of background size generalizes to the results obtained while tracking a binocular stimulus. Our interpretation of these results (Erkelens's and ours) is that the large backgrounds are interpreted by the visual systems as stationary. We explore this interpretation in Experiment 3.
Experiment 3
Erkelens (2000) reported that the cyclopean illusion (a) does not occur, for most observers, if the stimuli are viewed monocularly, and (b) never occurs, for any observers, if the monocularly viewed stimuli are presented in front of a large random-dot background. We have shown previously that part of the reason for the absence of a monocular cyclopean illusion in Erkelens's (2000) study was that his stimuli did not produce a large enough eye movement. In Experiment 3, the required extent of the eye movement was larger than that used by Erkelens's. Additionally, we hypothesized that the random-dot background against which his stimuli were presented inhibited the illusion. Our hypothesis was that a dot(s) on the background pattern provided a salient reference point (i.e., a horizontal landmark) that ''anchored'' the relative directions of the stimuli (the near and far LEDS) with respect to the background. The bases for this hypothesis were: (a) a large background is likely to be interpreted by the visual system as stationary, and (b) the relative direction of the dot on the random-dot background and the two aligned stimuli remains the same before and after the vergence eye movement. In this experiment we tested this hypothesis by measuring the extent of the cyclopean illusion in the presence of two anchoring and two non-anchoring backgrounds. The two anchoring backgrounds consisted of a random-dot pattern and a series of vertical lines. The non-anchoring backgrounds consisted of a series of horizontal lines and a black screen. We measured the extent of the cyclopean illusion, in the presence of these four backgrounds, under two viewing conditions (binocular and monocular) and with two types of eye movement (tracking and stepping).
Method
Stimuli and apparatus
The screen and the projector used to present the background patterns were the same as in Experiment 1. Also as in Experiment 1, the far stimulus was a seven-segment LED (1 cm by 0.7 cm) that displayed the digit '0' at a distance of 110 cm (just in front of the screen). Unlike Experiment 1, the tracking stimulus was identical to the far LED, instead of a single, dim LED. The tracking LED was changed because a small LED is known to be an inadequate stimulus for monocular accommodation (Aggarwala, Nowbotsing, & Kruger, 1995; Owens & Leibowitz, 1975) . The tracking LED served as a fixed near stimulus in the stepping conditions and for those conditions it was positioned at a distance of 25 cm.
Unlike Experiments 1 and 2, the LEDs (and the rail of the optic bench) were aligned to one eye, and the far LED was in the median plane. This made the stimulus condition similar to that of Ono et al. (2002) and to that illustrated in Erkelens's (2000) , Fig. 2 . The details of the four background patterns were as follows. The random-dot pattern consisted of small black dots (0.5 deg diameter) with a density of approximately 1100 dots/m 2 on a white screen. The luminance of the vertical and horizontal patterns was sine modulated (0.2 cycles per degree) horizontally and vertically, respectively. The horizontal lines were the same as in Experiment 1; the vertical edges were visible but the results of Experiment 1 showed that they did not appreciably decrease the extent of the illusion. For the dark background the projector was turned off, and the only visible light was that from the two LEDs. The random-dot and the vertical-lines background served as anchoring stimuli, and the horizontal-lines and the dark backgrounds served as non-anchoring stimuli.
Procedure
In all conditions, the background stimulus and the far LED were seen monocularly and only by the eye with which the near and the far LEDs were aligned. Thus, the monocular and binocular viewing conditions refer only to how the tracking or the near LED was viewed. This is consistent with Erkelens's (2000) definition of his monocular and binocular conditions. The binocular tracking condition was like that of Enright's (1988) and our Experiments 1 and 2: the near LED moved back and forth along the optic bench from a distance of 25-65 cm and was viewed binocularly. In the monocular tracking condition, the same stimulus was viewed monocularly (an eye patch covered the eye to which the stimuli were not aligned). In both conditions, the experimenter moved the closer LED along the rail of the optic bench, back and forth twenty times, with a cycle of 3 s.
2 The observer's task was to track the moving LED. In the binocular stepping condition, the observers viewed the stationary near LED, from a distance of 25 cm, with both eyes, and the stationary far LED from a distance of 110 cm, monocularly. In the monocular stepping condition, the same stimuli were presented but the eye to which the LEDs were not aligned was covered with an eye patch. Fig. 1 illustrates this condition. In both conditions, the observer's task was to fixate the two LEDs alternately, twenty times at a ''comfortable'' pace. Additionally, the observers were instructed to focus on the fixated stimulus carefully throughout the experiment. The extent of the eye movements in the stepping condition was greater than that in the tracking condition as in Erkelens's (2000) Experiment 3.
There were 32 conditions (stimuli aligned to the right or to the left eye · binocular or monocular · stepping or tracking · four different backgrounds). The conditions for which the stimuli were aligned to the right or left eye were presented in different sessions. Within those sessions, 16 conditions were presented in random order.
After each stimulus presentation, the observers answered the following four questions: (a) Did you see any movement of an imaginary line that would pass through the two LEDs? (b) In which direction (leftward or rightward) did the far end of the imaginary line move? (c) Where was the apparent pivot point of the imaginary line (when movement was seen) or where did the line appear to point to your face (when no movement was seen)? (i.e., in front of your nose, in front of your eye, close to your nose, close to your eye, or between your nose and eye). (d) How much did the far LED move laterally in centimeters or millimeters?
Observers
Sixteen observers participated in Experiment 3. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. All were naive as to the purpose of the experiment except for the third author of this paper.
Results and discussion
All observers experienced the cyclopean illusion in all the binocular conditions. Also, all observers experienced the illusion in at least one of the monocular non-anchoring conditions and all but two of the observers experienced the illusion in the monocular anchoring conditions. (These findings from our monocular conditions contrast with Erkelens's (2000) study in which only four out of 12 observers experienced the illusion.) All observers reported in at least eight trials that the imaginary line passing through the two LEDs pivoted in front of the nose or close to the nose (when they experienced the illusion) or pointed to near the front of the nose or close to the nose (when they did not experience the illusion). In at least one trial, 37.5% of observers responded ''in front of the eye'' or ''close to the eye.'' The reference point for visual direction or the cyclopean eye not being reported at the bridge of the nose in all trials is likely due to the observers knowing the actual locations of the stimuli; we made no attempt to hide the actual locations as in Khokhotva et al. (2005) . To examine the apparent pivot location quantitatively, we assigned the values 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 to ''in front of the nose,'' ''close to the nose,'' ''between the nose and the eye,'' ''close to the eye,'' and ''in front of the eye,'' respectively. The means were 0.73 (SD = 0.80) and 0.78 (SD = 0.87) in the binocular and monocular conditions, respectively. It is noteworthy that the value 0.78 in the monocular condition is closer to '0' (i.e., ''in front of the nose''), which is predicted by the rules of headcentric direction, than to '4' (i.e., ''in front of the eye''), predicted by Erkelens (2000) .
Because the variances in the binocular conditions were noticeably larger than in the corresponding monocular conditions, the mean extent of the illusion in each condition for each observer was transformed logarithmically for the analyses. The geometric mean extents of the cyclopean illusion as a function of the different backgrounds are shown in Fig. 4 . These means were analyzed with a 2 · 2 · 4 repeated-measures ANOVA (binocular vs. monocular, stepping vs. tracking, and four different backgrounds). The analysis yielded no significant interactions but all three main effects were significant: viewing conditions, F(1, 15) = 75.28, p < .001; eye movement conditions, F(1, 15) = 4.72, p < .05; and background conditions, F(3, 45) = 26.29, p < .001.
To understand the source of the significant differences among the four backgrounds, we performed all possible pair-wise comparisons with a Bonferroni correction. Table  1 shows the pair-wise comparisons for the binocular and monocular conditions together and separately. Table 1 and Fig. 4 together show that in all but one instance the illusion was significantly smaller in the anchoring conditions than in the non-anchoring conditions (see inside the framed rectangle area in Table 1 ). The non-significant difference was between the random-dot and the horizontal line backgrounds in the binocular condition, p = .057. None of the comparisons between any two of the anchoring conditions or between any two of the non-anchoring conditions were statistically significant. These comparisons show that the anchoring backgrounds diminished the cyclopean illusion.
No theoretical significance should be attached to the statistical difference between the two types of eye movement (stepping vs. tracking) conditions, because the required eye movements were different as in Erkelens's (2000) experiments. It is likely that the stepping conditions produced a larger cyclopean illusion than the tracking conditions because the extent of the vergence eye movement was larger in the stepping conditions. What is of theoretical significance, however, is that the binocular conditions produced a larger illusion than the monocular conditions. This is likely the result of the disparity-driven vergence eye movements in the binocular conditions, being larger than the accommodation-driven vergence eye movements in the monocular conditions. For evidence supporting this claim, see Ono et al. (2002) .
Our findings cast doubt on Erkelens's (2000) claim that the visual directions of monocularly seen stimuli are specified from the viewing eye and that ''perceived direction during monocular viewing is based on signals of the viewing eye only' ' (p. 2411) . This is so, because Erkelens's claim is predicated on (a) the cyclopean illusion not occurring in monocular conditions, and (b) his monocular condition producing the same extent of vergence eye movement as in his binocular condition. Moreover, the findings of this study indicate that his use of a random-dot background may have contributed to the elimination of the illusion for those of his observers who did experienced the illusion without a background.
General discussion
The results of the three experiments confirm the observations made by Wells (1792) , Helmholtz (1925 Helmholtz ( , 2000 , and Hering (1942 Hering ( , 1977 . The cyclopean illusion seems relatively robust, despite doubts raised by Enright (1988) and Erkelens (2000) , when certain requirements of the stimulus conditions are met. The results of Experiment 1 indicate that whether the monocular stimulus is an afterimage or a real stimulus, it must be seen at a fixed distance behind (or in front of) the intersection of the visual axes. The results of Experiment 2 indicate that the illusion does occur for an intermittently illuminated stimulus, but we were unable to uncover the reason why Enright did not obtain a similar result. The results of Experiment 3 together with those of Ono et al. (2002) suggest that the vergence eye movements must be sufficiently larger than those of Erkelens's experimental setup for most observers to see the illusion in the monocular conditions. Moreover, the results of Experiment 3 indicate that having a large background with salient landmarks for horizontal position anchors the stimuli and reduces the magnitude of the illusion.
As we found in Experiments 2 and 3, there are several recent studies that show that a monocular stimulus does not always follow the predictions from the rules of visual direction (Erkelens & van Ee, 1997a , 1997b Ono & Mapp, 1995; Shimono, Ono, Saida, & Mapp, 1998; Shimono & Tam, 2002; Shimono, Tam, Asakura, & Ohmi, 2005) . The common denominator in all of those studies and in Experiments 2 and 3 of this study is that the monocular stimulus is embedded in a large visual field. To understand these findings, the results of this study suggest that the distinction between relative and headcentric visual direction is critical. See Khokhotva et al. (2005) , Mapp et al. (2002) , Mapp et al. (in press), and Ono et al. (2003) for a more detailed discussion.
